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Business goes from puppies to plants
West Side pet grooming store
owners branch out to adapt
BY PILAR MARTINEZ

JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

Like many other business owners this
year, Vivien Pick and Sherry Tharp faced a
choice: close their businesses or get creative.
So rather than close up shop, the mother
and daughter owners of Pets2Groom and
Puddles Dog Wash on Albuquerque’s West
Side made the decision to launch a third
business with the opening of Plant Me Later,
at 8521 Golf Course NW.
“I know it’s kind of a strange time to
be opening a new business, but in order
for us to keep the businesses that we had,
we needed something to pull into more
revenue,” Pick said.
Pick said business has remained slow at
the two separate dog grooming businesses
even after the shops were allowed to reopen
following a temporary closure.
G_mb_26oct_Lodging_SEPT
“We just didn’t get people back like we did
archive x_charts_business
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she said.
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FROM TOP: Verus
Research uses its pulsedpower facility in Albuquerque to support nuclear
engineering research and
development. An Affordable Solar array on top of
Roadrunner Food Bank’s
Albuquerque warehouse.
Advanced Networking
Management grew its revenue 302% between 2015
and 2019.
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Vivien Pick, left, and her daughter, Sherry Tharp, right, pose for a portrait in their plant
shop Plant Me Later, which is next door to their dog grooming and washing businesses,
Pets 2 Groom and Puddles Dog Wash at 8521 Golf Course NW.
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New Mexico Lodging Report September 2020
Available
Room-Nights
Albuquerque
210,325
Santa Fe
115,080
Farmington
25,980
Las Cruces
35,580
Southeast New Mexico *
35,880
Taos
15,450
Other N.M.
25,284
The State
463,579

Average Room Rate
$135.00
130.00
125.00
120.00
115.00
110.00
105.00
100.00
95.00
90.00
85.00
80.00

Occupied
Room-Nights
88,655
51,699
12,829
16,753
15,074
6,994
10,410
202,414

Occupancy
Percentage
42.2%
44.9%
49.4%
47.1%
42.0%
45.3%
41.2%
43.7%

Average
Rate
$85.76
$115.47
$82.14
$89.36
$105.21
$108.13
$90.30
$95.87

*includes Artesia, Carlsbad, Clovis & Hobbs

2020
2019

$95.87

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Source: Rocky Mountain Lodging Report
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DragonSCALES to power up small sat in December
mPower, European
partner test new solar cell
technology in space

A

lbuquerquebased mPower
Technologies’
new
DragonSCALES
solar-cell material
will power up a small
satellite scheduled for
launch into low-Earth
Kevin
orbit in December.
Robinson-Avila
It’s the first in-space
test for mPower’s technology, which
weaves tiny solar cells about the width of
a human hair into a flexible, lightweight
mesh that could substantially lower the
costs for powering up spacecraft. The
company is partnering with Sparkwing
— a division of the global, space-focused
solar technology firm Airbus Defense
and Space Netherlands B.V. — to test and
evaluate DragonSCALES for possible
integration into future Sparkwing solar
arrays.
mPower has integrated its
DragonSCALES solar technology into a
Sparkwing array attached to a satellite
that the California-based space company
Momentus will shoot into low-Earth orbit
before year-end, said mPower president
and CEO Kevin Hell.
“This is our first opportunity to fly in
space,” Hell told the Journal. “We’ve done
all testing and evaluation until now on
the ground, but now we’ll demonstrate
DragonSCALES’ advantages directly in
orbit.”
Sparkwing did its own groundbased testing of DragonSCALES’
high-efficiency generating capability
and its stability when integrated into
TECH BYTES

RANDY MONTOYA/SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Murat Okandan, chief technology officer and founder of mPower Technology, shows a
prototype of DragonSCALES.
a solar array made for space. But it
needs to evaluate actual performance
in orbit before deciding on whether to
incorporate the technology into nextgeneration solar arrays, said Marloes
van Put, project development manager in
charge of Sparkwing.
“The solar panel on the satellite is
made entirely with DragonSCALES,” van
Put said. “We’ll monitor its performance
to gather in-orbit data to compare with
our ground-based data.”
The Netherlands-based company
has placed solar arrays on satellites for
decades, but space companies are now
searching for lower-cost systems to power
up the thousands of small satellites
planned for launch into low-Earth orbit
over the next decade. That market is

Invested in New Mexico.

exploding, thanks to huge cost-saving
advances in space technology, plus the
immense hunger for satellite-based
broadband connectivity across the globe.
But solar arrays made for space remain
expensive, encouraging the Netherlandsbased company and many others to seek
new alternatives to lower those costs.
“Most space companies are now
focused on price and fast lead times,” van
Put said. “New players in the satellite
market want to place their product into
low-Earth orbit fast and cheap.”
Sparkwing is implementing a new
strategy to rapidly produce lower-cost
arrays. It’s establishing a standardized,
“catalog-like” approach for space
companies, whereby customers choose
a model they want from Sparkwing’s

inventory and the company rapidly
assembles it, van Put said.
“We’ll offer a catalog of solar panels,”
she said. “Today, most companies
making solar arrays get specific requests
for unique, one-off designs. We’re going to
use an off-the-shelf strategy that allows
customers to sift through the data, select
the product they want, and we deliver it.”
The company has been testing and
evaluating about a half-dozen different
solar-cell technologies to use in its
next-generation arrays. But mPower’s
DragonSCALES is the first one it’s
actually testing in orbit.
“This is one technology that’s really
different from what we’ve seen in the
past, and mPower has a very capable
team in place,” van Put said.
mPower launched in Albuquerque in
2015 with technology originally developed
at Sandia National Laboratories.
Sandia’s Materials, Devices and Energy
Technologies group used micro design
and micro fabrication techniques to
create the tiny solar cells that mPower
now weaves into lightweight, bendable
sheets.
The interconnected cells are made
of highly efficient silicon that can
be meshed into any shape or form,
providing unprecedented adaptability for
a wide variety of applications. They’re
particularly well-suited for aerospace,
where they could replace rigid, glassenclosed solar arrays that often include
expensive Gallium Arsenide ingredients.
mPower says DragonSCALES
offer reduced weight and volume
while also providing resilience and
extreme reliability, dramatically
lowering costs. In addition, they can
be mass manufactured with standard
semiconductor and solar-cell micro
fabrication tools and technologies,
See DRAGONSCALES >> 4
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DragonSCALES to power up
small satellite in December
From PAGE 3

allowing the company to
easily adapt and scale up
production as needed.
The company employs
14 people at the Bioscience
Center in Uptown
Albuquerque, and at business
administration offices in
San Diego. It’s focusing first
on the space market, given
the advantages offered by its
technology and the rapidlygrowing demand for solar
innovation for low-Earthorbit spacecraft.
“We’re getting a lot of
traction in the space market
overall,” Hell said. “We’re
being considered for different
opportunities. ... I believe
we’re very well-positioned for
next-generation satellites.”

The company hopes
the upcoming, in-orbit
demonstration will
encourage Sparkwing to
include DragonSCALES in its
catalog of solar technology.
“We want to become one of
their off-the-shelf options,”
Hell said. “We could be
a great addition to their
product lines.”
Meanwhile, the company is
working to build terrestrial
markets as well, boosted by
a $1.1 million small business
research grant the U.S.
Army awarded in late 2019 to
further develop and test its
solar technology for portable
power in remote locations.
That could potentially open
military markets for the
technology, and commercial
sales for outdoor applications.

West Side mom-daughter owners
branch out from puppies to plants
From PAGE 2

“We’ve built and delivered
the first arrays for testing
and evaluation under that
program,” said mPower
Vice President and General
Manager Jason Wilson.
“We’re seeing good traction
in potential terrestrial
markets.”
The company has to date
received $4.35 million in
private funding from angel
investors, and from three
venture firms, including
Sun Mountain Capital and
Cottonwood Technology
Fund in Santa Fe, and NMA
Ventures in Albuquerque.
Kevin Robinson-Avila covers
technology, energy, venture capital
and utilities for the Journal. He can
be reached at krobinson-avila@
abqjournal.com.

shopping center, they decided
to move the two dog grooming
businesses into one space and use
the now emptied space as a plant
shop.
She said the transition was
made possible by her landlord,
who has offered to work with
Pick and Tharp to find the best
outcome.
Pick said she and her daughter
were inspired to make the move
from pups to plants during the
first shutdown when she, like
many others, redid her backyard.
“We noticed that it was really
hard to get plants and quality
plants,” Pick said.
While Pick and Tharp aren’t
botanists, Pick said she works
hard to source high-quality
plants from out of state because
she wants to give her customers
healthier plants than they can
find at a home improvement store.

DROUGHT
CAN BE HARD

ALBUQUERQUE’S PREMIER
ELECTRICIANS

ON YOUR ROOF

6714 4th St NW 87107 | 505.226.7500 | WWW.ECOELECTRICGROUP.COM

$75 Off Any
Electrical Repair
of $500 or More

Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Expires 10/31/20

1498515-07

$20 Off Any

Electrical Repair
of $100 to $499

NationalRoof ing.com

5 0 5 . 8 83 . 3 0 0 0

Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Expires 10/31/20
1497986-04

Since filling the houseplant
sized hole at their shopping center
with the store’s opening in early
September, Pick said business has
been good.
“The community has just been
wonderful, their enthusiasm
for plants has just been
overwhelming for us,” she said.
Much of the business, Pick
said, has been driven mainly
by Albuquerque’s extensive
plant-loving community.
Most customers have been
coming in from word of mouth
recommendations or posts in
Facebook groups.
Besides a selection of
houseplants, succulents and air
plants, the new shop also features
up-cycled planting containers
and a “potting station” where
customers can repot their new
purchase with all supplies
available for a small fee.

SMALL BUSINESS RESILIENCY
VIRTUAL WORKSHOP
Preparing you and your tourism business for post-pandemic decisions

OCTOBER 27, 2020
In partnership with:

This virtual workshop is designed to assist New Mexico’s small tourism businesses with forecasting the most
beneficial outcome for their business and related assets in response to the long-term economic effects of
COVID-19 in New Mexico. Throughout this full-day virtual workshop, business owners will:

Learn of the projected short-term and longterm economic scenarios for New Mexico’s
tourism economy
Engage in open discussions with expert panelists
for how to best manage existing capital, improve
operations, and make decisions
Schedule 1:1 confidential consultations with the SBDC
Finance Development Team to develop the best strategy
for your business, your employees, and your assets

Date: October 27, 2020
Time: 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
Virtual Venue: GoToMeeting
FREE TO ATTEND
1497944-03

This event will be hosted virtually through the GoToMeeting
platform. Details on this event are available online at:
www.newmexico.org/industry/upcoming-events
Register for the event at:
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/7652941087911355150
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BY KEVIN ROBINSON-AVILA

N

JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

ew Mexico’s homegrown
technology companies have
flown to new heights over
the last five years, with
double- and triple-digit
expansion in revenue and employment
reflected in this year’s Flying 40 list of
fast-growing technology firms.
Companies included in the 2020
annual awards celebration — now in
its 23rd year — collectively reported
nearly $1.16 billion in revenue and 4,692
employees in 2019.
That’s double the $581 million
in revenue those same companies
generated in 2015, and a 63% jump in
employment compared with the 2,871
jobs they provided five years ago, said
Randy Wilson, chief financial officer of
the Sandia Science and Technology Park
Development Corp., a principal sponsor
and organizer of the Flying 40 awards.
In fact, just in the one-year period
from 2018 to 2019, Flying 40 awardees’
total revenue was up
$185 million, or 19%,
compared with the $974
million reported by
companies on last year’s
list of high-flying firms.
“The companies
being honored this year
brought in more than
$1.1 billion in revenue
Randy Wilson and doubled in size from
five years ago,” Wilson
said. “These companies
are really contributing to the vitality of
our economy.”
Some businesses report spectacular
growth. Data analytics firm RS21, which
joined the Flying 40 for the first time
this year, topped the list of companies
with below $10 million in revenue after
reporting a 7,659% leap in income from
2015, when that company first launched
in Albuquerque.
“RS21 is an amazing story,” Wilson
said. “It started with one employee and
just $90,000, and over five years it grew
to nearly 60 people and more than $7
million in revenue. It’s a remarkable
success.”
For the second year in a row,
engineering research and development
firm Verus Research earned the top spot
among firms with more than $10 million
in revenue. That company grew by 519%
since 2015, from $2.69 million to $16.64
million last year.
The Flying 40 awards, which launched
in 1998, reflect three categories of
companies: Top revenue-producing
firms independent of their annual
financial growth, top revenue-growth
See PAGE 7

Flying 40

ON THE RISE
NM technology companies report major growth

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Applied Technology Associates grew its revenue 271% between 2015 and 2019. Verus Research
uses its pulsed-power facility in Albuquerque to support nuclear engineering research and development. This test bed provided
Verus Research analysis and experimental techniques to model and understand susceptibility of electronic systems to High Power
Microwave attack. An Affordable Solar array tops the Roadrunner Food Bank in Albuquerque.
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More work to be done

companies with more than $10
million in annual income, and
fast-growing firms with between
$1 million and $10 million in
revenue.
Growth is measured over five
years, from 2015-2019.
The awards aim to celebrate
the success of the homegrown
firms included on the annual list,
while also drawing the state’s
attention to the critical role New
Mexico’s technology sector plays
in diversifying the local economy,
said SSTP Development Corp.
chairman and CEO Sherman
McCorkle. That’s particularly
important this year, given the
global pandemic’s immense
impact on the oil and gas industry
— traditionally the mainstay of
the state economy.
“Every elected official, from
the local to the state and federal
levels, talks about the need to
diversify New Mexico’s economy,”
McCorkle said. “These technology
companies are actually doing that.
They need to be singled out and
celebrated.”

Still, New Mexico can do a
lot more to grow the industry,
McCorkle said.
“For economic diversification
to be successful, it requires the
attention and support of all our
elected officials at every level of
government,” McCorkle said.
“That’s why, apart from being
a celebration, we also use these
awards as an appeal for more
support for the entrepreneurial
ecosystem in New Mexico.”
McCorkle, who has worked
to promote local industry
development for more than 30
years, said New Mexico has
achieved a lot, but it can do more.
“I’ve seen too many programs
come and go, and we need to
sustain the ones that work,”
McCorkle said. “Initial private
startup investment is critical, and
state government needs to support
that and build it up. We need to
expend as much in resources
and effort to create homegrown
technology-based companies as
we do on recruiting companies
from other states.”
More can also be done to tap
into the technological prowess and
wealth of resources concentrated
in the state’s national laboratories,
both to transfer more technology
from lab to market and to forge
deeper ties between the labs and
the state’s research universities,
McCorkle said.
Nevertheless,
the Flying 40
provides an
important annual
indicator of what
he have achieved
so far, and an
opportunity to
celebrate that
Charles Rath
success.
The awards show everyone
what’s possible, said Charles Rath,
president and CEO of awardee
RS21.
“It’s important to celebrate
the success of New Mexico’s
technology companies,” Rath
said. “There’s a myth that great
technology companies can only
come from places like the Bay
Area or New York City, and it’s
not true. The Flying 40 shows
there are many great companies
right here in New Mexico that are
shattering that idea.”

Snapshot of diversity
The Flying 40 companies
represent a broad range of
industry activities, including
engineering and information
technology, aviation, aerospace
and solar energy. Many provide
services to a variety of state
and federal agencies, and to
commercial clients.
And most are homegrown firms,
including recent startups and
more mature companies that built
their businesses from scratch in
New Mexico. Many are marketing
new technologies and services
either originally developed in the
state’s national laboratories and
research universities or created
through grassroots ingenuity.
The list provides only a small
snapshot of the state’s technology
sector. Nearly 3,400 technology
companies operate in New Mexico,
according to Cyberstates 2020,
an annual state-by-state analysis
of the U.S. technology industry
published by the Computing
Technology Industry Association.
As of last December, those
companies together accounted
for $8.6 billion, or 9.7%, of New
Mexico’s total gross state product.
And they employed almost 68,000
people.
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Imagine if NM had a
yearly Flying 400
BY SHERMAN MCCORKLE

CHAIRMAN/CEO, SANDIA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PARK RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT CORP.

H

onoring those among us who create
economic base jobs — i.e. wealth
— should be standard operating
procedure.
I acknowledge with gratitude those who
make the Flying 40 possible:
n Albuquerque Journal Business Outlook
n City of Albuquerque Economic
Development
n Delta Dental
n Sandia Science
& Technology Park
Development Corp.
n KPMG LLP
n NMA Ventures
n New Mexico Bank and
Trust
n New Mexico MEP
n True Health New Mexico
Imagine if, instead of a
Flying 40 event, New Mexico Sherman
celebrated an annual Flying McCorkle
400 event. Not only would
our economy now be based on disruptive
innovation, but everyone in New Mexico
would enjoy a higher quality of living. That’s
the dream that impels us to honor and
celebrate the Flying 40.
Since the 1950s, New Mexico’s economic
base has had but two legs: oil and gas, and the
federal government. None of our efforts to
create a third leg — to actually diversify our
economy — have been successful.
Several initiatives have occurred over the
past 70 years; I will not belabor those today.
Suffice it to say, our search continues.
So how does a state create a diverse, broadbased economy? An economy fueled by
economic base jobs?
The answer is not partisan, political or
divisive. The answer given some years ago
in the “Rising Above the Gathering Storm”
study that was commissioned by the U.S.
House and Senate on a bipartisan basis
(remember that?) was, in a word, innovate.
And while innovation takes many forms, a
series of economic studies conducted over
the years has shown that between 50% and
85% of the growth in U.S. GDP is attributable
to advancements in science and technology.
This, despite the fact that less than 5% of
the U.S. workforce is composed of scientists
and engineers. This suggests that each 1% of
the workforce engaged in those professions
accounts for something approaching 15%
of the growth in GDP. A truly remarkable
multiplier.
We in New Mexico know, as was verified

in the U.S. government “Gathering Storm”
study, science and technology jobs are the
envy of the market place. In the Sandia
Science and Technology Park, the average
salary is more than twice the average New
Mexico salary.
New Mexico is perhaps the richest of
America’s 50 states in science and technology
assets, as evidenced by Air Force Research
Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
New Mexico State University, New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology, Sandia
National Laboratories, University of New
Mexico, University of New Mexico Health
Science Center, White Sands Missile Range,
and Army Research Laboratory. New Mexico
is also home to several Applied Technology
centers created by the state Legislature.
To actually diversify our economy will
require a long-term, multi-year, highly
focused effort. Transforming science and
technology into economic goods is not
new; the intensification and complexity of
innovation, however, is. Multiple reciprocal
relationships among institutional sectors
— private, public, and academic — will be
required at different points in the knowledge
capitalization process.
Said a different way, New Mexico must
create, promote and mature the capitalization
of the innovation and knowledge process,
thereby creating economic base jobs. (An
economic base job is one in which the value
of the output is greater than the value of the
input and the goods produced generate new
revenue.)
This state-managed process will require
a high level of collaboration between the
various sources of innovative science:
sustained, long-term, active collaboration.
Success will require state funding. (No
surprise — no free lunch.) A state Innovation
Fund should be created that would invest
in the maturation of innovation. The state
Innovation Fund would co-invest in/or
with private sector investment funds. A
new partnership between the legislative,
administrative, and the New Mexico State
Investment Council would activate the effort.
The administration and the SIC could set
aside $100 million as the Innovation Fund
and the Legislature could appropriate the
required funding to manage the process.
Is this realistic? Big structural change is
difficult. Let’s not allow the past 70 years to
dictate our future. No question New Mexico
faces many challenges, but quality job
creation is solvable. The reality is we only
have to diversify our economy once, so let’s
agree to begin work on the Flying 400.
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TECHNOLOGY
SUCCESS STORIES, BOTH
LARGE AND SMALL
BY KEVIN ROBINSON-AVILA
JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

A

lbuquerque-based Verus
Research hit the fast track almost
as soon as it launched in 2014.
The company — which works
on lasers, high-power microwaves and
nuclear engineering — has now won the
No. 1 spot for Flying 40 firms with above
$10 million in revenue for two years in a
row.
Verus topped the list last year after
growing its revenue more than 15,000%
over five years, from just $76,600 in its first
year of operations in 2014 to $12 million
in 2018. And in 2019, its revenue jumped
another 38% to $16.6 million, pushing its
five-year growth rate to 519% and placing
it once again at the head of the pack.
At the end of 2019, the company
employed 58 people, up from the 15 it
employed five years ago.
But as of September, the workforce
had expanded again to 98 people. And
Verus expected to end fiscal year 2020 on
September 30 with a new leap in annual
revenue to $25 million.
“We’ll cross the 100-employee mark by
November, and we’re expecting another
big year in 2021,” Verus co-founder and
Managing Director Hank Andrews told
the Journal in late September. “We expect
some pretty significant growth next year.”
Like Verus, most companies on the
Flying 40 list report double- and tripledigit growth over the last five years. That
includes small firms that expanded their
income within the $1 million to $10 million
range, and larger ones that soared past the
$10 million mark.

$10M and up growth
Some reported growth in the tens of
millions. Affordable Solar, for example,
more than doubled its revenue from $58.7
million in 2015 to $141.3 million last year.
Its workforce grew four-fold in the same
period, from 27 to 106 employees.
Affordable is New Mexico’s largest solar
installer, serving residential, commercial
and utility-scale customers.
“We built out as much solar in 2019
as we did in all other years combined
since 2010,” said Affordable CEO Ryan
Centerwall.
Affordable and other solar companies

are benefitting from a surge in demand
as customers race to install systems to
take advantage of federal tax credits that
began to ratchet down this year. That
encouraged customers who had delayed
projects in previous years to pull the
trigger in 2019, and others who planned
to build systems in 2020 and 2021 to
accelerate their timeframes, Centerwall
said.
The global pandemic has impacted
business, lowering 2020 revenue by about
25% compared with 2019, Centerwall said.
But things are picking up again.
“Business would be much more robust
this year if not for COVID,” Centerwall
said. “But with another drop in the federal
tax credit scheduled for next year, we
expect growth to rebound a lot. We think
2021 will be another banner year.”
Four other Flying 40 companies
reported growth in the tens of millions
from 2015-2019:
n IT consulting and engineering firm
Advanced Network Management grew its
revenue 302%, from $33 million to $132.6
million;
n Engineering firm Applied Technology
Associates grew 271%, from $18.9 million
to $70.2 million;
n MZA Associates Corp., which does
modeling and analysis for laser systems
and imaging, grew 209%, from $10.8
million to $33.4 million; and
n IT firm Speridian Technologies grew
95%, from $32.6 million to $63.6 million.
One new company, Sigma Science,
joined the Flying 40 list for the first time
this year in the above-$10 million category.
That company — which launched in 1996
to offer nuclear-related safety, security
and clean-up services to government
labs and agencies — grew its revenue
188% from 2015-2019, from $4.7 million to
$13.6 million. The company aggressively
expanded its contracts beyond New
Mexico to federal entities in other
states after achieving Small Business
Administration certification in 2013 as
an 8a minority-owned company, said
president and CEO Gilbert Torres.
“That enhanced our ability to win
contracts,” Torres said.
Taken together, all companies on the
See PAGE 9

Verus Research staff, from left, Matt Domonkos, high power systems group senior
director; J. Mark DelGrande, chief technology officer; Catherine Lambert, director
of contacts; Daniel Treibel, sensors and instrumentation group senior director; Tony
Byers, CEO; Walter Clover, software development and applications group senior
director; Sameer Hemmady, advanced concepts senior director, and Hank Andrews,
managing director and chief financial officer.

Affordable Solar staff, from left, Teresa Johansen, COO; Ryan Centerwall, CEO;
Kevin Bassalleck, president; Mariam Bruce, controller, and Wayne Stansfield, general manager.

Ardham Technologies staff, from left, Chris Mains, director of engineering; Nicole
Abreu, director of sales; Brian Swainston, CEO; Michelle Smith, controller, and
Shay Daves, director of operations.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF JAMIE JAURIQUI PHOTOGRAPHY
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above-$10 million list grew their
collective revenue 190%, from
$177.9 million to $516.6 million.
Their joint workforce expanded
from 1,089 to 2,356.

Growth below $10M
On the below-$10 million list,
companies collectively grew
their revenue 110%, from $27.1
million in 2015 to $56.9 million
last year. Their collective
workforce nearly doubled, from
125 to 243.
Flying 40 newcomer RS21
topped the below-$10 million
list this year after growing its
revenue from just $92,000 when
it launched in 2015 to $7.1 million
last year. As of December, RS21
employed 58 people, and that’s
since grown to 65, with another
10 new hires expected by yearend, said president and CEO
Charles Rath.
The company continues to
grow through the pandemic
by providing data analysis
services that help public and
private entities track COVID

COURTESY OF JAMIE JAURIQUI
PHOTOGRAPHY

COURTESY OF JAMIE JAURIQUI
PHOTOGRAPHY

Advanced Networking Management CTO Vance Crier.

Gilbert Torres, president and
CEO of Sigma Science.

vulnerability in communities
nationwide. That work has
earned RS21 national prestige,
contributing to Rath being
chosen this month as 2020
Entrepreneur of the Year for the
Mountain Desert Region in the
Ernst & Young’s annual awards.

“When COVID started, a lot of
customers froze their contracts,
but our team rapidly pivoted to
design a COVID vulnerability
index for urban communities
across the country,” Rath
said. “That gave us a lot of
national exposure and elevated

our status, leading to more
opportunities.”
Like RS21, other IT-based
companies are faring well
in the pandemic. Network
management services firm
Ardham Technologies Inc.,
which connects local businesses
with national cloud-computing
platforms, moved into high
gear during the coronavirus
lockdown to help companies
adapt to remote operations, said
Ardham president and CEO Jay
Swainston.
“It was a mad scramble after
March to help companies
adjust,” Swainston said.
“We were inundated with
requests to set companies
up with full, secure access
to all systems remotely,
including video conferencing,
providing laptops to employees,
installing firewalls and often
increasing bandwidth to access
applications from outside
company offices. Everyone is
relying on technology now more
than ever.”
Ardham took third place
on this year’s Flying 40 list

of companies with below-$10
million in revenue after growing
from $3.4 million in 2015 to $9.8
million last year. Now, given the
boom in COVID-related work,
Ardham expects to breeze past
the $10 million mark this year.
Outside of IT, however, many
technology companies have
been hurt by the pandemic,
though the full impact probably
won’t become clear for awhile,
said Sherman McCorkle,
chairman and CEO of the
Sandia Science and Technology
Park Research Development
Corp., a principal sponsor
and organizer of the Flying 40
awards.
“It could be a year before we
have a better understanding
of the harm coronavirus
has caused our technology
companies,” McCorkle said.
“Still, with the nation’s
economy becoming even more
technology-based, we’ll see
more opportunities to grow
our technology startups going
forward, because there will
be even greater need for their
products and services.”

PROUD
D MEMB
BER OF
THE FL
LYING
G 40 FO
OR
FIVE STRAIGHT YEARS.

WELCOME TO VERUS RESEARCH.
THIS IS WHERE CUTTING EDGE SCIENCE MEETS INTELLIGENT INNOVATION.
WHERE COMPLEX THEORIES ARE TRANSFORMED INTO TANGIBLE RESULTS.

• Advanced Research Concepts & Technology
• Modeling & Simulation Architectures
• Tactical Systems Development & Testing

505-244-8500 / 6100 Uptown Blvd NE Suite 260 / Albuquerque, NM 87110 / info@verusresearch.net
0001499914-01

• Strategic Systems Engineering
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OUR SPONSORS

ÀĊǤŅ

Program Sponsors
of the 2020 New Mexico
Technology Flying 40
We've been celebrating the remarkable efforts of these New Mexico technology
companies, which now account for more than $1 billion in annual revenues, for
23 years. This would not have happened without the steadfast dedication and
participation of our sponsors. We thank them for their continued support.

Community Sponsors:
Sandia Laboratory
Federal
Credit Union
visit abqjournal.com/homestyle for interactive listings

Albuquerque
Hispano Chamber
of Commerce

New Mexico
Technology Council
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New Mexico’s Flying 40
The Flying 40 tables are divided into three categories,
including the top-10 firms in terms of total revenue
regardless of growth; top-10, high-growth firms with above
$10 million in revenue; and top-10 growth with below $10
million. A table with “other” companies includes firms that
have demonstrated solid staying power over five years
but whose growth didn’t make the top 10. The Falcon
Awards includes firms receiving honorable mention for
demonstrating high growth, but which don’t yet have
the five-year history or minimum of $1 million in revenue
needed to qualify for a Flying 40 award.

Top 10 Total Revenue
Rank
Company Name
		
1
Applied Research Associates Inc.
2
Affordable Solar
3
ANM
4
Delta Group Electronics Inc.
5
Applied Technology Associates
6
Speridian Technologies
7
Abba Technologies
8
TechSource Inc.
9
MZA Associates Corp.
10
Positive Energy Solar

Year
Founded
1979
1998
1994
1987
1975
2003
1993
1997
1991
1997

Current
Employees
1,128
106
240
425
145
1,342
49
48
71
80

2019 Gross
Revenue
$341,576,316
$141,303,916
$132,587,591
$73,700,000
$70,223,190
$63,591,387
$53,098,422
$42,828,994
$33,382,000
$17,032,000

Top 10 Revenue Growth For Companies > $10 Million
Company Name
		
1
Verus Research
2
Lentech Inc.
3
ANM
4
Applied Technology Associates
5
Metis Technology Solutions Inc.
6
MZA Associates Corp.
7
Sigma Science Inc.
8
Affordable Solar
9
Speridian Technologies
10
Fiore Industries Inc.

Year
Founded
2014
2008
1994
1975
2011
1991
1996
1998
2003
1989

Base
Employees
15
12
48
87
55
42
35
27
680
88

Current
Employees
58
85
240
145
100
71
72
106
1,342
137

Base Year
Revenue
$2,687,043
$3,478,618
$33,000,000
$18,935,674
$3,700,000
$10,796,000
$4,715,734
$58,655,728
$32,639,005
$9,307,000

Current Year
Revenue
$16,638,459
$16,846,698
$132,587,591
$70,223,190
$11,900,000
$33,382,000
$13,569,841
$141,303,916
$63,591,387
$16,589,000

Revenue
Growth $
$13,951,416
$13,368,080
$99,587,591
$51,287,516
$8,200,000
$22,586,000
$8,854,107
$82,648,188
$30,952,382
$7,282,000

Revenue
Growth %
519%
384%
302%
271%
222%
209%
188%
141%
95%
78%

Base Year
Revenue
$91,656
$138,104
$3,394,000
$4,367,000
$945,307
$863,823
$3,600,000
$2,520,704
$4,189,622
$7,016,000

Current Year
Revenue
$7,111,486
$1,251,489
$9,845,000
$9,919,000
$2,052,685
$1,722,390
$6,900,000
$3,783,700
$5,394,966
$8,927,000

Revenue
Growth $
$7,019,830
$1,113,385
$6,451,000
$5,552,000
$1,107,378
$858,567
$3,300,000
$1,262,996
$1,205,344
$1,911,000

Revenue
Growth %
7659%
806%
190%
127%
117%
99%
92%
50%
29%
27%

Top 10 Revenue Growth For Companies < $10 Million
Company Name
Year
		
Founded
1
RS21
2015
2
IDEAS Engineering & Technology LLC 2011
3
Ardham Technologies Inc.
2003
4
Tau Technologies LLC
2005
5
Active Optical Systems LLC
2005
6
Vista Photonics Inc.
2003
7
Great River Technology
1996
8
Vibrant Corp.
2006
9
Computer Corner Inc.
1983
10
Flow Science Inc.
1980

Base
Employees
1
2
14
22
2
4
17
15
19
29

Current
Employees
58
12
18
46
6
10
20
18
18
37

Other Flying 40 awardees
Company Name

Year
Current
Founded Employees
Senspex Inc.
2002
50
Sierra Peaks Corp.
2000
45
Innovative Technology Partnerships LLC
1997
72
Ideum
1999
63
LoadPath
2009
16
MARPAC Inc.
1996
41
Management Sciences Inc.
1976
16
HealthXnet
1999
5

Falcon Award Recipients
2019 Gross
Revenue
$11,690,000
$9,680,000
$8,876,891
$8,477,156
$3,668,000
$3,018,000
$1,791,809
$1,233,568

Company Name

Year
Founded
Raven Defense Corp.
2018
Science, Engineering, Management Solutions LLC 2018
Goodman Technologies LLC
2016
Rebellis Development Group LLC
2017

Current
2019 Gross
Employees
Revenue
10
$3,476,427
15
$3,258,451
2
$1,820,732
28
$519,348
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23rd annual Flying 40 goes virtual
BY KEVIN ROBINSON-AVILA
JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

The pandemic can lock people
down, but it can’t stop New Mexico
from celebrating its high-flying tech
companies.
Unlike all past celebrations — where
Flying 40 awardees, sponsors and
organizers gathered for in-person award
presentations — this year’s bash is all
online at www.flying40.com. Rankings
for the 2020 list of awardees went live
there today, along with photos of Flying 40
individuals and company teams, an event
book that highlights accomplishments by
all companies on the Flying 40, and full
coverage by Business Outlook.
COVID-19 forced award organizers
to postpone the celebration from June,
when it’s usually scheduled, said Flying
40 event manager Roberta Eads. And
the awards themselves — a blue-tinged,
hand-blown glass “tear drop” art piece —
were presented to winners as a traveling
photographer captured the moment at
each awardee’s outdoor site of choice.
Compiled by KPMG LLP from
applications submitted earlier this year,
the Flying 40 ranks firms by total revenue
and by percentage revenue growth.

Companies participate in one of three
categories: top revenue companies
regardless of growth, top-growth
companies with revenue above $10
million, and top-growth companies with
revenue below $10 million. Growth is
measured over five years, from 2015-2019.
Four companies — Raven Defense
Corp.; Science, Engineering,
Management Solutions; Goodman
Technologies; and Rebellis Development
Group — received Falcon awards. Those
are honorable mentions for firms that
might not have the five-year history or
minimum $1 million in revenue needed to
qualify for a Flying 40 award, but whose
strong growth shows high potential for
creating jobs in the future.
This year’s event sponsors include
Sandia Science and Technology Park
Development Corp., Business Outlook,
Delta Dental, KPMG LLP, New Mexico
Bank & Trust, NMA Ventures, New
Mexico MEP, True Health NM, and
the City of Albuquerque’s Economic
Development Department. Community
sponsors include the Albuquerque
Hispano Chamber of Commerce, Sandia
Laboratory Federal Credit Union, and the
New Mexico Technology Council.

Local experts
in IT consulting
Cloud · Cyber Security
Networking · Wireless
Collaboration · Audio-Visual
Dev-Ops · IT Managed Services

www.anm.com
505-888-8822

0001500167-01

0001500108-01
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Sigma Science is a New Mexico-based, 8(a) certified small business that provides
comprehensive engineering and technology services to federal and commercial clients.
Nuclear Surety & Safety

Mission Assurance

Nuclear Security & Non-Proliferation

- Safety Basis Development & Maintenance
- Criticality Safety Engineering
- Operations & Readiness
- Facility Design & Engineering

- Strategic Planning
- Program & Project Management
- Systems Engineering
- Risk Management
- Quality Assurance

- Nuclear Material Safeguards & Security
- Material Control & Accountability
- Fissile Material Recovery & Disposition
- Global Security

Information Technology & Cyber Security

Environmental Management

- Software Engineering
- Service Operations and Delivery
- End User Computing Services
- Infrastructure Computing, Network Design, and SOC
- Cybersecurity Platforms, Risk Mitigation, and Compliance

- Radioactive/Hazardous Waste Management
- Environmental Restoration
- Problematic Waste Stream Strategies
- National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Documentation
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Briefcase
APPLAUSE
FAMILY FRIENDLY NEW
MEXICO, the statewide
nonprofit initiative, awards
businesses that implement
family friendly workplace
policies, has announced the
latest awardees earing the
Family Friendly Business
Award distinction.
n Platinum level: Nusenda
Credit Union, Tularosa
Basin Telephone Co. Inc.,
Abrazos Family Support
Services, city of Farmington,
The University of New
Mexico, Metis Technology
Solutions Inc., Prosperity
Works, Sysco, CHRISTUS St.
Vincent, Southwest Creations
Collaborative, JB Henderson
Construction Co.
n Gold level: Hinkle +
Landers, PC, Twin Stars LLC,
Southwest CARE Center,
Southwest Cheese Co.,
LLC, Payday HCM, Greater
Albuquerque Housing
Partnership, Sunny505, Little
Playmates Preschool and
Childcare Centers, Plateau,
Hospital Services Corp., Kosh
Solutions, The Remedy Day
Spa, Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Central New Mexico,
Roadrunner Food Bank.
n Silver level: Ambience
Hospitality, Albuquerque
Hispano Chamber of
Commerce.
For more information, visit
www.nmfamilyfriendlybusiness.
org.
CARRIE O’HARA, a systems
engineer at Sandia National
Laboratories, has been selected
as a 2020 Women Worth
Watching award winner by the
Profiles in Diversity Journal.
The award, in its 19th year,
recognizes dynamic professional
women who are using their
talents and influence to change
work places and the world.
O’Hara taught an international
training course on the physical
protection of nuclear materials
and nuclear facilities before the
COVID-19 pandemic. She has
dedicated her career to making
the world safer, according to
her nomination. As a physical

Items for consideration for Briefcase should be typed and sent to
Business Outlook, P.O. Drawer J, Albuquerque, N.M. 87103.
They can also be e-mailed to tfeld@abqjournal.com.

PROMOTIONS
security expert and innovative
instructional systems designer
at Sandia, she collaborates
with numerous federal agencies
to develop and lead training
programs for nuclear security
professionals in the U.S. and
across the globe.
Nominees for the award are
judged on contributions and
achievements in three of five
categories: leadership, executive
responsibility, professional
achievement, innovation and
mentorship.
Before becoming a systems
engineer at Sandia, O’Hara
served as the labs’ security
systems and technology
training project lead for the
U.S. Navy Strategic Weapons
Facilities Physical Security
Engineering programs for both
the Atlantic and Pacific fleets.
She developed and led training
for all Navy and Marine security
forces. During this time, O’Hara
earned her master’s degree
in organizational learning and
instructional technology at UNM,
which she used to develop
innovative technology-based
simulation and gaming courses.
DARIN FITZGERALD,
a franchisee who opened
Firehouse Subs Farmington in
December 2016, has earned
an Axe Award in the WestCentral Franchisee of the Year
category from Firehouse of
America. The award recognizes
high performing franchisees
throughout the Firehouse Subs
system and honors Fitzgerald for
his unwavering commitment to
his community and for earning
an almost perfect combined
score in multiple restaurant
assessments to end 2019 with
Firehouse Subs Farmington
ranked at No. 12 out of more
than 1,175 restaurants in the
entire system. Earlier this year,
Fitzgerald provided more than
500 meals to local heroes
and health-care workers in
partnership with the Firehouse
Subs Public Safety Foundation
amid the pandemic.

RACHEL R.
MONTOYA,
LPCC, NCC
has been
promoted
to clinical
director of
Red Mountain
Family
Services Inc.
MONTOYA
Montoya, a
2009 St. Pius
X High School alumna, has a
bachelor’s degree in psychology
and a master’s degree in
mental health counseling, both
from the University of New
Mexico. She initially joined
Red Mountain Family Services
as a childcare provider and
worked her way up through
almost every position within the
agency. In 2017 she worked as
Program Supervisor and Clinical
Therapist supervising all other
RMFS therapists while working
towards her license. Until now,
she has been RMFS Assistant
Clinical Director.

PARKHILL, an architectural
and engineering firm, has
announced the promotions
of Matt Kingsley, PE, to
senior associate and Mike
Crepeau, PE, to associate.
Kingsley is a civil engineer
with Parkhill’s environmental
sector in Albuquerque.
He is an expert in landfill
KINGSLEY
CREPEAU
design, construction
and operations and has
developed, expanded, and operated more than 25 landfills
from Phoenix to Philadelphia. In more than 20 years of service,
Kingsley continually looks for new, innovative ways to solve
environmental infrastructure problems. He maintains SWANA
certification in landfill management in New Mexico and has
previously held certifications in four states. Kingsley has a
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from Valparaiso University.
Crepeau is an engineer with Parkhill’s environmental sector
in Albuquerque. He has more than 20 years of experience
and is an expert on regulatory monitoring and compliance for
state and federal air, groundwater, and surface water quality
standards. Crepeau is a New Mexico Environment Department
Qualified Groundwater Scientist and is responsible for NPDES
compliance and air quality (Title V) regulations for Parkhill’s
private and public sector clients. He has a bachelor’s degree
in environmental engineering from the New Mexico Institute of
Mining & Technology.

WELCOME

ETC.

LT. COL. MARK MCCLELLAN is
taking over the reins of the Army ROTC
Bataan Battalion at New Mexico
State University. Before coming to
NMSU in July, McClellan commanded
the 1st Battalion, 77th Armored
Regiment at Fort Bliss. McClellan did
three tours in Iraq, one tour in Kuwait
and in South Korea. After graduating
from the U.S. Military Academy,
McCLELLAN
McClellan was commissioned as
an officer in 2001. Following his
commissioning, he had assignments in Georgia, New
York and Colorado before joining Fort Bliss in 2018.

GIL HERRERA,
a Sandia National
Laboratories
Fellow, has been
appointed to the
newly established
U.S. National
Quantum
Initiative
Advisory
HERRERA
Committee.
Herrera is one
of two committee members
representing the Department of
Energy national laboratories. He
joins 20 others from government,
industry and academia tasked
with advising the nation’s highest
offices on matters concerning
quantum information science. His
appointment is for three years.
Quantum information science, a
broad field of study that includes
quantum computing, concerns
machines that accomplish
extraordinary tasks by manipulating
matter at the smallest scales.

JOHN F. AURAND, PH.D. has joined Verus
Research, a New Mexico-based team of scientists
and engineers specializing in advanced research, as
a senior technical fellow. Aurand previously worked
at Raytheon Missiles & Defense as an engineering
fellow; at ITT Corp. as senior principal RF scientist; as a
research professor at UNM; and as a principal member
of technical staff at Sandia National Laboratories.
He has a bachelor’s degree with honors in electrical
engineering, a master’s degree in electrical engineering,
and a doctorate in electrical engineering, all from Iowa
State University.
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On The Record

BULLETIN BOARD
SCORE ALBUQUERQUE
presents Ask the Expert:
One Hour of Q & A on
Business Funding from
noon-1 p.m. Tuesday online
via Zoom. The session
will focus on business
funding and alternative
financing. Admission is free,
but advance registration
is required. For more
information, visit https://
albuquerque.score.org. To
register, visit https://bit.
ly/3lHI3ET.
THE NEW MEXICO
TOURISM DEPARTMENT
in conjunction with the New
Mexico Small Business
Development Center and
Law 4 Small Business
is hosting a virtual Small
Business Resiliency
Workshop from 9 a.m.-4:45
p.m. Tuesday to help tourism
business owners develop
the best strategy for their
business, employees and
assets. Business advisers
and legal experts will be on
hand to provide information
and recommendations to
make the best decision for
the future of their business.
The event will also feature
projections of short-term
and long-term economic
scenarios and panel
discussions with economic
experts on managing capital
and improving operations.
For more information, visit
www.newmexico.org/smallbusiness-resiliency. To
register, visit https://register.
gotowebinar.com/register/
7652941087911355150.
SCORE SANTA FE
will offer a free business
education Zoom event,
Women Entrepreneurs: The
Journey to Success from
3-4:30 p.m. Wednesday via
Zoom. The featured speaker
is Marsie Silvestro, an
author, motivational speaker
and business consultant,
discussing the elements
women need to thrive.
Advance registration is
required. To register or for
more information, visit www.
santafe.score.org.

BANKRUPTCIES
CHAPTER 7:
LIQUIDATION
Hoskie, Jimmy Sr.
and Becenti, Vera,
Gallup; debts, $96,604;
property, $46,857.
Chavez, Elsie, San
Felipe; debts, $59,473;
property, $7,755.
Trujillo, David Albert
Jr., Rio Rancho; debts,
$25,060; property,
$2,448.
Cooper, Katherine
Autumn, Clovis; debts,
$185,635; property,
$128,877.
Piro, Sylvia, Los
Lunas; debts, $33,063;
property, $60,638.
Firstenburg, Reina L.,
Albuquerque; debts,
$157,424; property,
$22,376.
Marquez, Pamela L.,
Alamogordo; debts,
$34,615; property,
$72,077.
Baca, Navarre
and Michael,
Albuquerque; debts,
$233,213; property,
$39,999.

The information provided in On the Record is gathered from a variety
of sources for your use each week. The bankruptcies are from filings
with the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Albuquerque; District Court filings
from state District Court in Bernalillo County; new patents and
federal contracts are provided by Tribune News Service; restaurant
inspection reports come from the city of Albuquerque; money rates
are provided by the financial institutions that offer them; and new
business incorporations are provided by the New Mexico Secretary
of State’s Office.
Bankruptcies17

Money Rates

District Court filings
New Patents

17
17

Incorporations19
Restaurant Inspections
19

Federal Contracts
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Royal, Loretta M.,
Albuquerque; debts,
$403,477; property,
$291,052.
Esquibel, Johnathon
Ray, Albuquerque;
debts, $39,611;
property, $8,557.
Cardenas, Raymond
Morales, Las Cruces;
debts, $57,323;
property, $13,400.

property, $147,821.

Hoover-Hupfer,
Deborah Leigh,
Opelika, AL; debts,
$460,026; property,
$7,259.

CHAPTER 13: ADJUSTMENT OF DEBT

Evaro, Helen
Kathaleen,
Albuquerque; debts,
$8,477; property,
$3,880.

Manzer, Jesse S.
and Holly M., Tijeras;
debts, $249,403;
property, $62,121.

Pena, Raul Anthony,
Silver City; debts,
$216,459; property,
$236,448.

Yhap, Margo Anne,
Animas; debts,
$52,257; property,
$54,083.

Krueger, Roberta M.,
Alamogordo; debts,
$272,256; property,
$347,765.

Higareda, Juanita,
Albuquerque; debts,
$21,755; property,
$2,189.

Martin, Taushea M.,
Clovis; debts, $24,872;
property, $24,000.

Walton, Barry Edwin
and Karen P., Las
Cruces; debts,
$328,014; property,
$264,600.

Stephens, Jaclyn N.,
Albuquerque; debts,
$790,218; property,
$299,853.

Drumm, Rick Lee
and Rebecca Lynn,
Albuquerque; debts,
$146,333; property,
$191,090.

Bia, Maurice Lynette,
Farmington; debts,
$136,041; property,
$49,706.

Baca, Kevin Louis,
Los Lunas; debts,
$289,309; property,
$188,879.

Garcia, Jorge E.
and Lorenza A.,
Albuquerque; debts,
$92,146; property,
$94,197.
Romero, Ricky, Santa
Cruz; debts, $274,051;
property, $158,651.
Olivas, Venassa R.,
Cleveland; debts,
$66,484; property,

Costello, Kate
Marie Ferguson,
Albuquerque; debts,
$47,822; property,
$36,039.
Moore, Wade Randall
and Leslie Ann,
Farmington; debts,
$168,300; property,
$119,490.
Aenlle, Ophelia Maria,
Santa Fe; debts,
$45,802; property,
$805.
Cardenas, Angelica,
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Santa Teresa; debts,
$164,576; property,
$175,870.

Rodgers, William
Scott, Farmington;
debts, $279,352;
property, $374,390.

Viga, Walter III,
Albuquerque; debts,
$413,484; property,
$284,047.

Court and government
filings through the week
ending October 23

ABOUT THE SECTION

$76,597.

Lopez, Cynthia
Antanette, Belen;
debts, $13,239;
property, $4,508.

Henderson, Kara
L., Clovis; debts,
$126,756; property,
$29,280.
Padilla, Melissa M.,
Las Cruces; debts,
$101,474; property,
$123,650.
Ortega, Fortino J.
and Ramona R.,
Albuquerque; debts,
$267,984; property,
$207,804.
Ordonez, Carlos
Jr. and Minerva B.,
Las Cruces; debts,
$259,928; property,
$195,150.

Weaver, Antonio,
Willard; debts, $18,565;
property, $2,710.

Chavez, Andrew
Roy and Maria Del
Socorro, Las Cruces;
debts, $124,848;
property, $19,500.

Soto, Sylvia Ortiz,
Las Cruces; debts,
$27,946; property,
$9,270.

Perkins, Dean T. Jr.,
Las Cruces; debts,
$494,683; property,
$504,850.

Dodge, Kerri J., Flora
Vista; debts, $32,656;
property, $21,700.

Lucero, Amanda
Graciela,
Albuquerque; debts,
$240,068; property,
$221,136.

Yellowman, Renee
L., Kirtland; debts,
$62,007; property,
$3,350.
Barton, Kevin E.,
Farmington; debts,
$242,626; property,
$201,300.
Long, Robin Dean
and Denise Margo
Elizabeth, Clovis;
debts, $202,738;

Taylor, Howard Darrell
and Janet Lynn,
Albuquerque; debts,
$396,430; property,
$382,637.

BERNALILLO
COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT
MONEY DUE
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TBF Financial LLC
v. Christophers
Mainstay LLC, et al.:
complaint for debt and
money due.

CONTRACT
Sandia
Transportation LLC
v. Onpointe Business
Services,LLC:
complaint for breach of
contract.
Funding Strategy
Partners LLC v. NM
Protective Force And
Investigation LLC,
et al.: complaint for
breach of contract.

miscellaneous.
Mary Ann Castillo v.
Albuquerque City of:
complaint for other with
six-person jury demand.
Laurel Flowers, et al.,
v. Matheson Tri-Gas
Inc, et al.: complaint for
wage and hours claim,
and other with sixperson jury demand.
Paulette Diaz v.
Albuquerque City of,
et al.: complaint for
other.
Emily Lujan v. NM
Department of
Workforce Solutions:
complaint for certiorari.

Peligro LLC v. AIM
Properties LLC, et al.:
complaint for breach
of contract, and other
damages.

Rose Salas v. Auto
Mundo De Garcia
LLC, et al.: complaint
for misrepresentation,
fraud.

Robert Hurd v. GEICO
General Insurance
Company, et al.:
complaint for breach of
contract, bad faith, and
declaratory relief.

Steve Sandoval
v. Mountainview
Regional Medical
Center, et al.:
complaint for medical
malpractice, and other
with 12-person jury
demand.

PERSONAL INJURY

Nan Zhang v.
Albuquerque City
of, et al.: complaint
for statutes,
ordinance violations,
miscellaneous.

Robert Peters, et al.,
v. Speedway LLC:
complaint for personal
injury non auto, and loss
of consortium with sixperson jury demand.
Adriana Duran v.
Albuquerque City of,
et al.: complaint for
personal injury auto with
12-person jury demand.
Jesus Lopez v. ECPPF NM Operations Inc:
complaint for personal
injury non auto.
Maria Colella v.
State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance
Company: complaint
for personal injury auto,
and other.
John Brandt v.
Burndout RE NM, LLC:
complaint for personal
injury non auto with
12-person jury demand.
David J Hernandez v.
Albuquerque City of:
complaint for personal
injury non auto.

OTHER
Nancy Henry v. NM
Livestock Board,
et al.: complaint
for statutes,
ordinance violations,

Benjamin Wilson (PR)
v. Thi of New Mexico
at Sunset Villa LLC,
et al.: complaint for
medical malpractice.

NEW PATENTS
AWARDED OCT. 18
Contrast, Albuquerque,
has been assigned a
patent (10,805,505)
developed by three
co-inventors for a
“combined HDR/
LDR video streaming.”
The co-inventors
are Willie C. Kiser,
Albuquerque, Nora
Tocci, Albuquerque,
and Michael D. Tocci,
Albuquerque. (Filed
April 5, 2019)
National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has been
assigned a patent
(10,804,804) developed
by two co-inventors
for a “power supply
including a nonlinear
transmission line that
receives a single input
pulse and outputs a

National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a
patent (10,800,891)
developed by three
co-inventors for
“conversion of lignin
into a water-soluble
polyacid using a
MOF catalyst.” The
co-inventors are
Michael S. Kent,
Albuquerque, Mark D.
Allendorf, Pleasanton,
Calif., and Vitalie
Stavila, Pleasanton,

Bo Galles

Our expert
brokers
can identify
the right
Real Estate
investments
for you.

National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a
patent (10,800,889)
developed by
Cy Fujimoto,
Albuquerque, for
“block copolymers
including
poly(phenylene) and
methods thereof.”
(Filed Oct. 9, 2019)
National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a
patent (10,800,798)
developed by two
co-inventors for a
“method to synthesize
metal halide perovskite
particles with high
luminescence
and stability.” The
co-inventors are
Hongyou Fan,
Albuquerque, and
Brian M. Billstrand,
Albuquerque. (Filed
Jan. 21, 2019)
National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a

Call today.
colliers.com/newmexico
+1 505 883 7676
0001500046-02

a little law now can save a lot later

National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a
patent (10,801,787)
developed by Wayne
Lawrence Staats
Jr., Livermore, Calif.,
for “air bearing heat
exchanger methods.”
(Filed J uly 22, 2019)
National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a
patent (10,801,395)
developed by Charles
J. Mueller, Livermore,
Calif., for a ducted fuel
injection. (Filed Aug.
1, 2017)

Bob Feinberg
Terrie Hertweck

320 GOLD AVE. SW, STE. 620
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102
(505) 715-5700 | L4SB.com

patent (10,800,665)
developed by four
co-inventors for
“redox-active oxide
materials for thermal
energy storage.”
The co-inventors are
Sean M. Babiniec,
Albuquerque,
Andrea Ambrosini,
Albuquerque, Eric N.
Coker, Albuquerque,
and James E. Miller,
Albuquerque. (Filed
June 1, 2016)

Tom Jones
Ben Perich

The Corporate Paperwork Package!

Starting at only

$34 a month!
Let our law firm take care of the vitally
important but often overlooked administrative
functions of your company.

Annual Reports
Updates to Operating Agreements
Registered Agent issues
Changes of address and so much more.

RIGHT

National Technology
and Engineering
Solutions of Sandia,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a
patent (10,801,841)
developed by three
co-inventors for
“trajectory prediction
via a feature vector
approach.” The
co-inventors are

National Technology
and Engineering of
Sandia, Albuquerque,
has been assigned a
patent (10,801,756)
developed by two
co-inventors for
“methods for operating
solar-thermochemical
processes.” The
co-inventors are
Ivan Ermanoski,
Albuquerque, and
James E. Miller,
Albuquerque. (Filed
May 16, 2018)

Calif. (Filed March 7,
2017)

COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE

Fin Box
Technologies,
Albuquerque, has
been assigned a
patent (10,803,533)
developed by four
co-inventors for
“methods and systems
for efficient delivery
of accounting and
corporate planning
services.” The
co-inventors are
Walter Drangmeister,
Albuquerque, R.
Blake Ridgeway,
Albuquerque, Karen
Stock, Albuquerque,
and Charles J. Call,
Albuquerque. (Filed
June 26, 2018)

Mark Daniel Rintoul,
Albuquerque,
Andrew T. Wilson,
Albuquerque, and
Christopher G.
Valicka, Albuquerque.
(Filed March 9, 2017)

WE DO

plurality of pulses.”
The co-inventors
are Juan M.
Elizondo-Decanini,
Albuquerque, and
Kevin Youngman,
Albuquerque. (Filed
Nov. 17, 2017)

We will take care of the administrative duties
so you can focus on business.

Learn more at: L4SB.com
Abq | Santa Fe | El Paso
1497944-02

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2020

BUSINESS OUTLOOK

FEDERAL CONTRACTS

RESTAURANT INSPECTIONS
These are summaries of Albuquerque
Environmental Health restaurant inspections.
The best possible score on a restaurant
inspection is 214 points. Inspectors subtract
points from that total for each violation. A
priority violation is the most serious and costs
six points (-6) for each individual violation. A
priority foundation violation is a medium-risk
violation and deducts three points (-3) for each
individual violation. A core violation is a low-risk
violation and deducts one point (-1) for each
individual violation.
Restaurants with a cumulative inspection
score of 80 percent or higher are approved.
All inspections resulting in a score of 79
percent or less are deemed unsatisfactory.
Restaurants with violations have 10 days to
make corrections.
All establishments that pass their inspections
are listed in the most serious category for which
they have a violation.

APPROVED/NO
VIOLATIONS
AFC Franchise Corp. dba AFC
Sushi@Albertsons #937, 10131
Coors NW (Oct. 13)
Friends Coffee and Sandwich
Shop, 200 Third NW (Oct. 12)
Ichiban Japanese Restaurant,
10701 Corrales NW (Oct. 13)
La Cumbre Brewing Co., 5600
Coors NW (Oct. 15)
Old Navy #6097, 10000 Coors
NW (Oct. 14)
Roybal Empire, 335 Woodward
SE (Oct. 16) - catering
Smiths #496 Fuel Center, 1313
Carlisle NE (Oct. 13)
Walmart Super Center #835,
400 Eubank NE (Oct. 14)
- grocery
Walgreens #4649, 3501 Lomas
NE (Oct. 14)
Walgreens #9336, 2011 12th
NW (Oct. 14)
Walgreens #11959, 5201
Central NE (Oct. 16)
Wings Gone Wild, 101 98th St.
NW (Oct. 15)

APPROVED/
CORE VIOLATIONS
Jack in the Box, 301 98th St.
NW (Oct. 16)
Waffle House, 2250 Yale SE
(Oct. 14) - mobile

APPROVED/
PRIORITY FOUNDATIONS
VIOLATIONS
Einstein Bros Bagels #3659,
4500 Osuna NE (Oct. 13)
El Torito Burritos, 305
Pennsylvania SE (Oct. 14)
Rusty Taco, 5600 Coors NW
(Oct. 15)

ANNOUNCED OCT. 15

INSPECTION KEY
APPROVED: No violation(s)
CORE VIOLATION(S): Low-risk infractions
PRIORITY FOUNDATION VIOLATION(S):
Medium-risk infractions
PRIORITY VIOLATION(S): High-risk infractions
UNSATISFACTORY: Restaurants which score
lower than 80 percent on their inspection are
designated as unsatisfactory.
PERMIT SUSPENSION/CLOSED: Permit
is suspended if all violations have not been
corrected within 10 days, or when an imminent
health hazard is present. Restaurant is closed
until suspension is lifted.
UPGRADE: Restaurant passed second
inspection within 10 days after an
unsatisfactory inspection.

APPROVED/
PRIORITY VIOLATIONS
Alam LLC - Retail, 2016
Carlisle NE (Oct. 13)
Applebee's Grill & Bar #6401,
6220 San Mateo NE (Oct. 13)
- kitchen
Asahi Express, 2106 Central
SE (Oct. 16)
Budai Gourmet Chinese, 6300
San Mateo NE (Oct. 15)
China Wok, 10000 Coors
Bypass NW (Oct. 14)
Christine Duncan Heritage
Academy, 1900 Atrisco NW
(Oct. 14)
Cielito Lindo 2, 5109 Central
NW (Oct. 16)
Circle K #8748, 2019 Carlisle
NE (Oct. 13)
Cuco's Kitchen, 10000 Coors
NW (Oct. 14)
Dollar Tree #2653, 4610 Cutler
NE (Oct. 16)
Einstein Bros Bagels #2378,
5010 Cutler NE (Oct. 13)
Flying Star #2, 4501 Juan Tabo
NE (Oct. 12)
Food and Gas Zone, 400
Lomas NE (Oct. 16)
Geckos Bar & Tapas, 3500
Central SE (Oct. 16) - kitchen
Holiday Inn ABQ Airport, 1501
Sunport Place SE (Oct. 12) food service
Limonatia Cafe, 3222 Silver SE
(Oct. 14)
Little Caesars #512, 101 98th
St. NW (Oct. 15)
Los Compadres Restaurant,
2437 Central NW (Oct. 12)
McDonalds #15793, 301 San
Mateo SE (Oct. 15)
McDonalds@Walmart, 400
Eubank NE (Oct. 14)
Olympia Cafe, 2210 Central SE
(Oct. 15)
Papa John's Pizza, 110 Coors
NW (Oct. 12)

6-MONTH CDS

Rhubarb & Elliott @ Bosque
School, 4000 Bosque School
NW (Oct. 15)

R&M Government Services,
Las Cruces, won a federal
contract award for $250,000
from the Defense Logistics
Agency, Columbus, Ohio,
for vehicular equipment
components.
R&M Government Services,
Las Cruces, won a federal
contract award for $45,042
from the Defense Logistics
Agency, Columbus, Ohio, for
pumps and compressors.

MONEY RATES

APY
Rio Grande CU������������ 0.55%
Santa Fe FCU������������� 0.50%
State Employees CU��� 0.45%
12-MONTH CDS

APY
Rio Grande CU������������ 0.91%
Santa Fe FCU������������� 0.70%
State Employees CU��� 0.75%
18-MONTH CDS

APY
Santa Fe FCU������������� 0.75%
24-MONTH CDS

APY
Rio Grande CU������������ 1.11%
Santa Fe FCU������������� 0.85%
State Employees CU��� 1.10%
30-MONTH CDS

All CDs are based on a
$1,000 minimum investment.

APY
Santa Fe FCU������������� 0.85%

3-MONTH CDS

36-MONTH CDS

APY
Rio Grande CU������������ 0.40%

Roybal Empire, 335 Woodward
SE (Oct. 16) - kitchen

APY
Rio Grande CU������������ 1.31%
Santa Fe FCU������������� 0.95%

State Employees CU��� 1.31%

INCORPORATIONS
A's Landscaping Services
LLC. Registered agent: Alberto
Castillo, 1531 Hernandez Hwy.,
#24, Española.
LaunchProjects LLC.
Registered agent: Talia Kosh,
460 St. Michales Dr., Santa Fe.
Grizzly Bear Trucking LLC.
Registered agent: Selena A.
Lopez, 2543 Ramirez Rd. SW,
Albuquerque.
Ojo Del Sol Properties LLC.
Registered agent: Whitney
P. Sunderland, 9 Lupine Ct.,
Santa Fe.
Hop Canyon Fire LLC.
Registered agent: Russell
Thrun, 45 Nicolas Ave.,
Veguita.
Cyclone Mountain LLC.
Registered agent: Amanda
Seagers, 2 Alexandria Ct.,
Edgewood.

We are still serving NM during this time

Ruben's Grill, 9708 Candelaria
NE (Oct. 12)
Rude Boy Cookies, 4720
Alexander NE (Oct. 16)
Saggio's, 107 Cornell SE (Oct.
13)
San Jose Catholic Church,
2401 Broadway SE (Oct. 13)
Sanchez Tacos, 1607
Broadway SE (Oct. 14)
Sheraton Albuquerque
Airport Hotel, 2910 Yale SE
(Oct. 12) - kitchen
Starbucks Coffee #50274, 136
98th St. NW (Oct. 13)
Sunflower Learning Center,
2912 Corona NW (Oct. 13)
Sushi Freak - ABQ Westside,
5600 Coors NW (Oct. 15)
Tenampa New Mexican
Restaurant , 101 98th St. NW
(Oct. 15)

No More Claustrophobia. Upright MRI offers two completely open scanners
for maximum comfort and ease. You’ll actually enjoy having an MRI!

Tuerta A Sandwich Shop, 317
Central NW (Oct. 12)
Unique Nutrition, 120 98th St.
NW (Oct. 13)
Walmart Super Center #831,
301 San Mateo SE (Oct. 15)
Walmart Super Center #835,
400 Eubank NE (Oct. 14) - deli
Wings Gone Wild Beef Jerky,
110 98th St. SW (Oct. 13)
Wingstop, 251 98th St. NW
(Oct. 16)

UNSATISFACTORY

505.796.9200 • www.uprightnm.com

Follow-Up Inspection

7600 JEFFERSON Suite 26

Hotel Andaluz, 125 Second
NW - restaurant kitchen
Upgrade - Approved
- 10/12/2020

PHYSICIAN ORDER REQUIRED
1498380-05
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